EUROWORD 11

A. Light phenomenon in the sky above the Arctic Circle, visible in Finland
   Aurora borealis

B. The former German Democratic Republic was based in Berlin until German reunification in 1990. What was the capital of the Federal or Western Republic until then?
   Bonn

C. Name of the most famous Polish composer and pianist, author of polonaises and mazurkas, by the name of Frédéric
   Chopin

D. A hydrocarbon used as a fuel, sometimes called gas oil, and named after the German engineer Rudolf...
   Diesel

E. European Employment Services
   EURES

F. Famous Greek cheese, made from sheep's (sometimes mare's or goat's) milk, typical in salads
   Feta

G. Denmark's largest ice-filled island in the world
   Greenland

H. Country of which Budapest is the capital
   Hungary

I. Spanish immigrants returning rich after emigrating to America
   Indians
J. Karol Wojtyła, Polish-born, was Pope until 2005. What was his name as Pope?
   John Paul II

K. A fishing canoe used by the Inuit and now used as a sport boat in single or multi-crew competitions.
   Kayak

L. Capital of Slovenia
   Ljubljana

M. President of the French Republic from 1981 to 1985, by the name of François Mitterrand (François)

N. Name of the German town where the trials of Nazi leaders were held in 1945
   Nuremberg

O. Tree traditionally cultivated throughout the Mediterranean basin, highly valued for its fruit and the oil extracted from it
   Olive tree

P. The second city by population of Bulgaria, after Sofia
   Plovdiv

(Contains the) Q. Historic institution dedicated to maintain Catholic orthodoxy throughout the immense domains of the Spanish Monarchy
   InQuisition

(Contains the) R. The most famous traditional Parisian cabaret, shaped like a windmill. Its name is that of a colour
   Moulin Rouge (Red Mill)

S. Steam bath followed by cold water bath, typical of Finland.
   Sauna
T. Name of the arch at the west end of the Avenue des Champs Elysées in Paris, which is a memorial to a victory
   Arc de Triomphe

U. Acronyms of the former Soviet Union
   USSR

V. One of the pioneer of the Flemish Painting School or Northern Renaissance, famous by his The Arnolfini Portrait
   Van Eyck, Jan

W. Surname of the writer named Oscar who was the author of works such as "The Portrait of Dorian Gray", a portrait that was ageing
   Wilde (Oscar)

(Contains the) X. Gas resulting from the combustion of oxygen and which is considered to be the main cause of global warming and is among the targets of the European Green Pact
   Carbon dioXide

Y. Which single country made up the current states of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia and Slovenia before 1990?
   Yugoslavia

Z. The largest city of Switzerland
   Zurich
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